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Abstract
Anatomy of the human brain constrains the formation of large-scale func-
tional networks. Here, given measured brain activity in gray matter, we
interpolate these functional signals into the white matter on a structurally-
informed high-resolution voxel-level brain grid. The interpolated volumes
reflect the underlying anatomical information, revealing white matter struc-
tures that mediate functional signal flow between temporally coherent gray
matter regions. Functional connectivity analyses of the interpolated vol-
umes reveal an enriched picture of the default mode network (DMN) and
its subcomponents, including how white matter bundles support their for-
mation, thus transcending currently known spatial patterns that are limited
within the gray matter only. These subcomponents have distinct structure-
function patterns, each of which are differentially recruited during tasks,
demonstrating plausible structural mechanisms for functional switching be-
tween task-positive and -negative components. This work opens new avenues
for integration of brain structure and function, and demonstrates how global
patterns of activity arise from a collective interplay of signal propagation
along different white matter pathways.
Email address: anjali.tarun@epfl.ch (Anjali Tarun)
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Introduction
Coordination of distant neuronal populations gives rise to a vast reper-
toire of functional networks that underpin human brain function. Using
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), temporally coherent activity
can be investigated using measures of functional connectivity (FC). On the
other hand, the mediation of inter-regional communication by the anatomi-
cal scaffold can be conveniently summarized by structural connectivity (SC)
extracted from diffusion-weighted MRI (DW-MRI). Over the past decade,
several methods have been proposed to bridge the gap between SC and FC.
Seminal works have found evidence for strong statistical interdependence be-
tween separately defined SC and FC [1–4]. Limited by the bivariate and
summarizing nature of the analysis, the effect is capturing only a general
trend of correlation. Following after were studies that specify regions of in-
terests (ROI) as a FC prior for extracting white matter pathways [5, 6], most
of which were specifically concentrated to the analysis of the default mode
network (DMN), a set of brain regions that are known be more engaged dur-
ing rest [7]. In contrast to extracting SC from FC priors, a number of studies
have attempted to reproduce brain activity from predefined structural con-
nectomes through numerical simulations [8–13].
Studies that extract SC from FC or vice versa are mostly hypothesis-
driven and entail many explicit assumptions. In order to understand how dis-
tributed patterns of functional activity arise from a fixed underlying anatomy,
a need for research methodologies that are observer-independent and data-
driven are of utmost importance. A common approach for data-driven ap-
proaches are based on blind-decomposition techniques. By combining dif-
fusion anisotropy (e.g., fractional anisotropy, axial and radial diffusivities)
and classical FC to build a joint SC-FC measure [14, 15], structural and
functional alterations in healthy and clinical populations are extracted us-
ing multimodal canonical correlation analysis and joint independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA). On the same line, using ICA, the extraction of concur-
rent white matter (WM) bundles and gray matter (GM) networks from a
tractography-based data matrix that records the number of streamlines run-
ning from a GM position to a WM location has been proposed [16]. Also
using tractography, Calamante and colleagues [17] introduced the concept of
track-weighted dynamic FC (TW-dFC), where as a first step, WM stream-
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lines from two structurally connected voxel end-points are obtained. Then,
these streamlines are weighted according to the FC at their endpoints over a
sliding-window that is arbitrarily assigned. TW-dFC then produces a set of
four-dimensional volumes showing the averaged FC between corresponding
streamline end points onto the WM at the temporal resolution of the win-
dow used. While these studies have made considerable progress in linking
structure and function, none of them jointly and simultaneously integrates
functional and diffusion data into a single integrated framework, which al-
lows the natural emergence of full-brain spatial patterns that covers both the
WM and the GM.
Lately, to further transcend our current understanding of structure-function
relationships, attention has been set on studying SC and FC through the lens
of more technical frameworks borrowed from other research fields, such as
propagator-based methods [18–20], and control network theoretical tools [21].
Graph signal processing (GSP) for neuroimaging is another emerging field [22],
where initially, a graph is defined by identifying regions in GM as nodes, and
mapping strength of their SC through WM to edge weights. Functional data
are then interpreted as time-dependent graph signals, on which connectome-
informed signal processing operations can be performed. This framework
incorporates connectivity through WM, but only as SC between pairs of GM
regions.
In this work, we advance the GSP concept by modeling WM explicitly
as nodes of the graph for which local connectivity is known from DW-MRI.
This allows relating measures of brain activity on the GM with their media-
tion through WM; i.e., how particular patterns of brain activity jointly rely
on an ensemble of WM pathways. This is done by extending the existing
approach from region-wise analysis to a whole-brain, voxel-level perspective.
We define the blood–oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) time-series from
resting-state fMRI as dynamic signals residing on the nodes of a high resolu-
tion (i.e., 850,000 voxels) brain graph. By generalizing principles of classical
signal processing in regular domains [23–26] to irregular graphs [27, 28], we
interpolate functional signals, measured on the GM, into the WM, using
a whole-brain voxel-wise connectome to guide the process. The recovered
volumes provide a novel perspective on how coherent GM regions commu-
nicate through various combinations of WM pathways. The application of
conventional and dynamic FC tools on the recovered volumes reveals new
structure-function relationships of DMN-related networks, illustrating the
structural mechanism for the dynamic switching between task-positive and
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-negative subsystems of the DMN in different phases of working memory and
relational task paradigms.
Results
Recovery of activity in white matter that is compatible with structural con-
nectivity
Signal recovery is a classical task that relates to image denoising [23], sig-
nal inpainting [24, 25], and sensing [26]. Here we embed the three-dimensional
voxel-level grid into a graph where nodes are voxels, and edges of the 26-
neighborhood of each node encode strength of structural connectivity as
measured by DW-MRI. Functional volumes are preprocessed and upsampled
to the same resolution as this structural grid. Nodes in the GM are assigned
the values from these functional volumes, while the remaining nodes, in par-
ticular, those in the WM, remain unassigned. The values of the unassigned
nodes are then recovered by solving an optimization problem that relies on
two assumptions: (i) values in the GM nodes should strongly influence the
data fitness (and thus remain reasonably unchanged); (ii) whole-brain sig-
nals should maintain smoothness according to the graph structure. The
assumption of smoothness with respect to the graph ensures that signals are
interpolated according to the brain’s structural scaffold. The overall pipeline
is illustrated in Fig. 1(A) and explained in details in the Supplementary In-
formation. For an illustrative frame of resting-state fMRI, we observe strong
activity in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC) for the original and interpolated volumes (Fig. 1 (B)). The latter re-
veals additional WM signals showing high activation in the cingulum bundle
(R/Lcing), atlased using NeuroImaging Tools and Resources Collaboratory
(NITRC) repository. In addition to major WM bundles that are clearly cap-
tured, we also find short-range WM connectivity within the cortical foldings
of the GM [29]. The original PCC-averaged signal (Fig. 1(C)) shows close
similarity to its interpolated counterpart, a direct consequence of the second
constraint imposed in the signal recovery formulation (i.e., retaining the sig-
nals within the GM nodes fixed). In contrast, we find a huge difference in the
mean signals within the R/Lcing. PCC, mPFC and recovered R/Lcing sig-
nals all show similar trends, while the original R/Lcing signal behaves much
more randomly. This observation demonstrates that interpolated functional
signals are smooth over the structural brain grid, reflecting in this particu-
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Figure 1: Workflow of the graph signal recovery framework. (A) GM BOLD
signals are extracted from fMRI volumes, one signal per time instance, through masking
the volume by the thresholded probabilistic GM map (threshold=0.3). ODFs associated to
all voxels are extracted from the diffusion MRI data. The ODFs are then embedded on a
three-dimensional, 26-neighborhood connectivity grid, forming a probabilistic connectome
at voxel-level resolution. A signal value can be associated to each voxel on the grid. To
initiate signal recovery at each time instance, the associated GM BOLD signal is mapped to
the GM voxels within the grid, and the remaining voxels are set to zero. The interpolated
BOLD volume is obtained through minimizing a cost function that balances between (1)
retaining the GM signal fixed and (2) obtaining a smooth signal over the entire brain grid
relative to the underlying structure. (B) Axial, sagittal, and coronal views of a single
slice of a BOLD volume is compared to its corresponding interpolated BOLD volume.
(C) Original and interpolated BOLD signal time-series of PCC, mPFC and cingulum; the
selected time frame in (B) corresponds to the highlighted time point.
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lar case the existing anatomical pathway (R/Lcing) running from the rostral
aspect of the PCC towards the mPFC [5, 6].
PCC-seed connectivity map
One conventional method to explore FC is seed-correlation analysis, where
the BOLD time course of an ROI is correlated to the activity profiles of all
brain voxels to locate temporally coherent areas. In order to capture the
joint structural-functional connection of the DMN, we perform a PCC seed-
connectivity analysis [30] on the interpolated volumes derived from four ses-
sions of resting-state scans in a population of 51 subjects (244,800 volumes
in total). The superior axial slice (z=25) in Fig. 2(A) and (B) shows the
PCC and the mPFC, including the bilateral inferior parietal cortex (IPC).
In addition to the expected GM FC pattern, Fig. 2(B) also shows the distinct
WM structures that support the structural connections between these tem-
porally coherent cortical regions. The most prominent connections are the
R/Lcing that connect the PCC and the mPFC, the forceps minor (Fminor)
that provides intra-connectivity between gyri within the mPFC, and the left
and right superior longitudinal fasciculi (R/Lslf) that support the long-range
connection between the IPC, and the posterior and frontal regions. Interest-
ingly, we also find the two-sided corticospinal tracts (R/Lcst) that traverse
the brainstem all the way to the motor cortex, the genu of the corpus cal-
losum connecting the two hemispheres, as well as the bilateral hippocampal
cingulum (R/Lcing2) that exit the caudal aspect of the PCC and continue
towards the medial temporal lobe (MTL).
Structural mediation of dynamic functional connectivity
The volume shown in Fig. 1(B) corresponds to a time point with signifi-
cant activity in the PCC (green shade, Fig. 1(C)). FC obtained from conven-
tional seed-correlation analysis can be approximated by averaging all frames
for which the seed has high activity [31]. This congregation of significantly
active frames can also be temporally clustered into distinct and meaning-
ful co-activation patterns (CAPs). Using this approach, we decomposed the
DMN pattern into eight PCC-related co-activation patterns (CAPs). Fig. 3
presents the CAPs obtained from the interpolated volumes, termed inter-
polated CAPs (in-CAPs), as well as the CAPs generated from the original
BOLD signal, denoted GM CAPs. The resulting spatial patterns reveal a set
of WM structures unique to each in-CAP. In-CAP 1 is the most frequently
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Figure 2: PCC-seed correlation for the (A) original BOLD volumes and the (B) interpo-
lated volumes, averaged across all subjects. WM bundles connecting temporally-coherent
GM regions are uncovered from interpolated volumes. (C) 3D view of the observed WM
structure.
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Figure 3: PCC-seed co-activation patterns (CAPs). Eight co-activation maps ob-
tained by temporal decomposition of the top 15% significant frames related to the posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC), extracted from (1) the original BOLD volumes (GM CAPs) and
(2) interpolated volumes (in-CAPs). The in-CAPs are numbered according to their fre-
quency of occurrence. Visual inspection of the in-CAPs reveals strong GM similarity with
the observed GM CAPs. We found eight distinguishable structure-function networks re-
lated to the default mode network (DMN), each of which varies in terms of the observed
WM structures that conjoin distinct PCC-coherent GM regions.
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occurring and is characterized by many negative ventral regions, in con-
trast with the highly positive occipital and frontoparietal regions. In-CAP 2
shows similar characteristics, but with much less pronounced activation in the
frontal region, as also seen in its weaker Fminor and R/Lcing. In-CAP 3 ex-
hibits very strong activation in the frontal lobe and negative signals in motor
and sensory areas. In-CAPs 4, 5, 6 and 7 all bear high resemblance with the
DMN, but vary in their strength of activity in the occipital and frontoparietal
regions; these variations are consequently also reflected in Fminor, Fmajor,
R/Lcing, R/Lslf, R/Lilf, as well as the bilateral fronto-occipital fasciculus
(R/Lifo). In-CAPs 6 and 7 contain highly negative right and left frontopari-
etal signal, respectively, demonstrating strong hemispherical asymmetry in
their activation patterns. Finally, in-CAP 8 is characterized by positive acti-
vation within the ventral brain, specifically in the MTL, but highly negative
frontoparietal and somatosensory signals—the implicated WM structures are
less pronounced in this in-CAP.
Relevance of WM interpolated patterns during rest and task
Whereas GM CAPs reveal instantaneous co-activation of multiple brain
regions, in-CAPs complete the structure-function picture through the ad-
dition of distinct and functionally relevant WM structures that interpose
spatially-distant GM co-activations. The concurrence of the two CAP types
is confirmed by their generally matching frame assignments (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1). This strong temporal correspondence illustrates the ability
of the proposed method in successfully capturing distinct WM structures
connecting temporally varying PCC-related networks, without compromis-
ing information from the original data. To further study in-CAPs and their
correspondence with the DMN subsystems, we computed the average signal
within major WM tracks (Fig. 4(A)) using the NITRC WM atlas, and com-
pared them to the main components of the DMN (Fig. 4(B)), as classified
by Andrews-Hannah and colleagues [32]. We observed good correspondence
in the spatial patterns of GM regions and WM tracks, especially in terms of
activation polarity from the dorsal (positive-valued) to the ventral (negative-
valued) side. In-CAP 8, however, is positive across all DMN sub-components,
and in contrast to all other in-CAPs, also shows a positive bilateral uncinate
fasciculus (L/Runc).
Previous work have found that activations in both the hippocampus
and ventral mPFC during retrieval-mediated learning support novel infer-
ence [33]. We hypothesize that the positive activity of L/Runc in in-CAP
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8 reflects its potential role in mediating the coherent activity between the
positive temporal poles, hippocampus, and ventral mPFC. To verify this
association and to further explore the functional meaning of the obtained in-
CAPs, we computed their occurrence probability upon working memory and
relational tasks (Fig. 4(C)). To do so, we interpolated signals into the WM
as before, extracted frames with high activation in the PCC, and assigned
them to their closest in-CAP. We found that although in-CAP 1 is the most
recruited at rest, it mostly occurs during task blocks (as opposed to rest in-
tervals). In contrast, in-CAP 8 occurs the least during resting state, but it is
vividly recruited during the rest epochs of the task paradigms. These results
are evaluated using a two-factor ANOVA on the occurrences of the different
interpolated CAPs during rest and tasks. Results showed highly significant
main effects of CAP type and task, as well as the interaction between both,
with all corresponding p-values less than 0.0001.
Discussion
General findings
We modeled the brain grid, together with local, voxel-to-voxel probabilis-
tic connections based on DW-MRI, as a large graph onto which brain activity
in GM is interpolated into WM. The interpolated brain volumes remarkably
reflected WM structures that support distributed patterns of activity in GM.
We explored the neuroscientific relevance of the interpolated volumes by ap-
plying conventional and dynamic FC tools, namely seed-correlation [30] and
CAP analysis [31], using the PCC as a seed. The resulting in-CAPs unrav-
eled the exquisite complexity of recruited WM patterns underlying typically
observed GM co-activations (Fig. 3). In-CAPs also showed strong neuro-
physiological relevance, as they revealed the segregation of the DMN into
task-positive and task-negative sub-components (Fig. 4C).
Structure-function relationships of PCC-related networks
Interpolating functional signals measured on GM into the WM has re-
vealed new structural-functional relationships that are akin to the DMN.
Fig. 4(A) shows the signal average within WM bundles observed in our
PCC seed-correlation map, consistent with the visually observed tracks in
Fig. 2. Prominent tracks include the R/Lcing, the R/Lslf, and the Fminor
in close agreement with previous findings of WM structures associated with
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the DMN [5, 6]. Although seed-correlation analysis is a straightforward mea-
sure of FC, it is debased by its transitive nature. The connectivity obtained
from this static approach, therefore, summarizes all major WM connections
linked to the PCC. On the other hand, CAP analysis can account for time-
dependent behavior; thus, the in-CAPs reveal different sets of WM bundles
that are characteristic of each of the observed GM CAPs at different time-
points.
While it has been established that the DMN anatomically consists of the
anterior and posterior midline, the bilateral parietal cortex, prefrontal cortex,
and the MTL [34], these regions have been found to functionally dissociate
according to the ongoing internal processes [32]. We surmise that this func-
tional disintegration is captured by in-CAPs, given that distinct in-CAPs
occur in different phases of working and relational memory tasks (Fig. 4(C)).
The MTL activates when internal decisions involve constructing a mental
scene based on memory [32]. However, despite being dominantly active in
this region, in-CAP 8 appears to be more active during blocks of rest, and in-
stead, in-CAPs 1 and 2 dominate in periods of task blocks when the stimulus
is presented. These findings suggest that in-CAP 8 is a characteristic task-
negative structure-function network that activates during the maintenance
phase (i.e., when subjects are focused on consolidating an observed stim-
ulus), and conversely, in-CAPs 1 and 2 are task-positive structure-function
networks that are engaged during the encoding and retrieval periods when
the external stimulus is presented. Altogether, our results provide new in-
sights into the well-established dichotomy of the human brain [35, 36], and
clearly demonstrate that the DMN and task-positive networks (e.g., attention
network, working memory network) are not exclusively expressing opposite
activity [37, 38].
Arranging the WM tracks and the DMN sub-components according to
the polarity of their activity in each of the in-CAPs (Fig. 4(A-B)) reveals a
general trend of positive dorsal areas, such as those observed from Fmajor to
Lilf, and from left PCC (l-PCC) to left temporal parietal junction (l-TPJ).
On the other hand, ventral components (e.g., Rcing2 to Runc, left lateral
temporal cortex (l-LTC) to left temporal pole (l-Temp)) are more varied,
showing a subtle divide between more negative ventral (in-CAPs 1-4) versus
more positive ventral default networks (in-CAPs 5-8). Sagittal slices (Sup-
plementary Fig. S3) show strong activation in the ventral PCC of in-CAP 8,
together with the R/Lcing2, which runs from the caudal aspect of the retro-
splenial cortex (RSP) to the hippocampal formation (HF). The bilateral HF,
11
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Figure 4: Spatial and temporal characteristics of in-CAPs. The overall spatial
pattern of the in-CAPs is explored through spatial averaging of signals within (A) 17 major
WM bundles, and (B) GM sub-components of the DMN [32]. The arrangement of WM
structures and DMN sub-components based on their polarity show a concordant pattern
of positive-to-negative transition from dorsal-to-ventral regions. (C) The probability of
occurrence of in-CAPs in resting-state, working memory, and relational tasks. Each bar
in the plot corresponds to the probability of that particular in-CAP to appear in the top
15% significant volumes of rest and task scans. The stack of colors denotes the proportion
of frames that occur during blocks of rest (R) when there is no stimulus presented, and
during blocks of task (T) in which subjects are expected to perform memory or relational
test.
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PCC, R/Lcing2, and temporal poles (R/LTempP) also exhibit more posi-
tive signal and, therefore, more homogeneous averaged activity. Overall, the
above observations highlight the distinctive role of dorsal and ventral parts of
the PCC in cognitive control [38, 39]. Furthermore, we verify our hypothesis
that R/Lunc mediates the coherent activity between the hippocampus and
prefrontal cortex in in-CAP 8 during memory consolidation [40]. Fittingly,
it has been found that the deterioration of R/Lunc lowers working-relational
memory performance [41].
Methodological perspectives
The proposed methodology is one of the very few studies that integrates
and jointly models functional and diffusion data in an observer-independent
and fully data-driven manner. Previous works have relied on blind-decomposition
techniques and the use of either diffusion anisotropy measures or tractogra-
phy algorithms to approximate SC [14–16]. However, ICA’s principal as-
sumption of spatial independence leads to components that have low spa-
tial similarity, while measures of diffusion anisotropy are unable to resolve
crossing fibers as they are extracted from low-order diffusion tensor mod-
els, making their interpretation misleading and prone to erroneous conclu-
sions [42]. Additionally, the high susceptibility of tractography algorithms
in generating false positive [43] suggests cautious to be taken in interpreting
tractography-based results. In contrast, our proposed method does not rely
on tractography thereby, not only bypassing the complicated task of param-
eter optimization for extracting WM tracks but also not requiring a parcel-
lation scheme to define ROIs. Our approach keeps the analysis close to the
DW-MRI data by working directly with local reconstructions of orientation
distribution functions, which are consequently encoded, both in direction and
magnitude, to build the brain graph. Furthermore, it is worth noting that
despite the superficial similarity, there are fundamental differences between
our approach and that of the TW-dFC [17]. Specifically, both approaches
attempt to give a measure of FC into the WM using GM as a constraint.
However, TW-dFC relies on two successive use of classical methods (e.g.,
tractoragphy and sliding-window FC), while our work introduces an entirely
new concept where recovery of mediation by SC is incorporating the FC
itself in a single integrated framework; i.e., the complete pattern of brain
activity in GM is constraining the recovery of WM patterns. In addition,
our method works at the single-frame level and does not require to choose a
temporal window to render the approach dynamic.
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New research avenues for structure-function studies
GSP approaches as applied to functional neuroimaging rely on a graph
shift operator (typically the Laplacian or the adjacency matrix) that encodes
the brain’s anatomical information. Its eigendecomposition produces an or-
thogonal set of eigenvectors, termed eigenmodes, some of which are reminis-
cent of well-established functional networks [20] and are useful in effectively
estimating the strength of inter-hemispheric interactions in the brain [19].
Moreover, efficient anatomically-informed decompositions of fMRI data us-
ing tractography-based structural connectome [20], as well as topology en-
coding GM graphs [44] have been proposed. Brain eigenmodes can be viewed
as basic building blocks of increasing spatial variation along the structural
brain graph, akin to sinusoids in classical Fourier analysis. Here, we extend
the traditionally region-level eigenmodes (defined on a limited subset of GM
nodes) to a whole-brain (GM and WM), voxel resolution setting (see Supple-
mentary Fig. S4), thus enabling to reconstruct structure-function networks
at an unparalleled spatial resolution. As an increasing number of operations
are generalized from classical signal processing to the graph setting [22, 27],
promising avenues arise to explore the many facets of brain structure and
function.
We therefore foresee two direct avenues for future research. The first
avenue aims on leveraging the proposed interpolated fMRI data. The inter-
polated volumes entail additional informative voxels that extend beyond the
GM, which is in particular interesting in light of the limitations and skepti-
cisms in interpreting WM BOLD data [45, 46]. Previous works have demon-
strated the possibility to capture functionally relevant information from the
WM BOLD [47, 48], despite the well-established findings on the differences
of hemodynamic responses in GM and WM [49, 50]. At its current form,
we interpolate functional signals into the WM as solely constrained by the
functional signals from the GM. Alternatively, one may rather consider com-
bining signal interpolation with signal recovery of weak signals in the WM.
In our current application, the goal is to observe WM pathways that support
distributed patterns of FC in GM, and not on the functional organization
of WM itself. The interpolated volumes can then be readily explored using
existing tools for dynamic FC analyses, such as sliding-window correlation,
ICA [51] and principal component analysis [52], to probe functional brain
dynamics at a much larger scale. The second foreseen research direction is
to exploit the proposed anatomically-informed brain grid to implement novel
GSP operations on fMRI data. High-resolution eigenmodes enable spectral
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graph-based analysis of task-based and resting-state fMRI data at an un-
precedented level of detail, and across the whole brain, in contrast to the
conventional region-wise analysis, which is typically also limited to the corti-
cal layer. Anatomically-informed spectral graph decomposition of fMRI data
using these high-resolution brain eigenmodes is anticipated to open up new
perspectives on the brain’s functional organization not only within GM but
also WM. As a case in point, FC has often been associated to Euclidean
distance [53, 54]; thanks to our framework, the notion of distance becomes
more meaningfully defined in terms of the spectral representation of func-
tional signals [55], enabling a deepened understanding of the roles of short-
and long-range connectivity in improving the efficiency of inter-areal brain
communication.
In conclusion, this study presents a new framework for studying structure-
function relationship that has several key advantages. The interpolation
of fMRI activity into the white matter enables observing key WM struc-
tures that link interacting GM regions. We believe that the introduction of
highly-resolved human brain eigenmodes can (i) shift the existing trend of
constructing region-wise connectomes to that of voxel-vise connectomes and
(ii) expand the use of GSP repertoire in the context of functional brain imag-
ing. More importantly, we anticipate the proposed joint structure-function
characterization to offer unprecedented benefits for the study of clinical pop-
ulations hindered by complex mixes of structural and functional alterations,
such as in patients with agenesis of the corpus callosum or virtual calloso-
tomies [56].
Methods
Data
We used a total of 51 subjects obtained from the publicly available Human
Connectome Project dataset (HCP 1200 release), WU-Minn Consortium.
Preprocessed diffusion MRI, original functional MRI, and anatomical data
are downloaded following a random subject selection scheme while maintain-
ing a uniform demographic distribution (male and female, ages 22-50). MRI
acquisition protocols of the HCP and preprocessing guidelines for diffusion
MRI are fully described and discussed elsewhere [57]. No further preprocess-
ing was applied to the diffusion data. We then extracted the ODFs using
DSI studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org). On the other hand, original and
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unprocessed functional MRI sequences underwent a standard preprocessing
protocol [58].
Building the voxel-wise brain grid
Similar to classical brain graphs, we define our grid as G := (V ,A),
where V = {1, 2, 3, ...,N } is the set of N nodes representing the brain voxels
(i.e., N = 700 − 900 thousand), and A ∈ N × N is an adjacency matrix
that encodes the likelihood of water molecules to diffuse from their current
position to neighboring voxels. We used an ODF-based weighting-scheme
on a three-dimensional 26-neighborhood mesh. The topology of the brain
grid is validated by defining the graph Laplacian matrix in its symmetric
normalized form (L = I −D− 12AD− 12 ), whose eigendecomposition leads to
a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors that span the graph spectral
domain with their corresponding real, non-negative eigenvalues. The top 11
eigenfunctions corresponding to the lowest spatial variation are provided in
Supplementary Fig. S4.
Graph signal recovery formulation
We consider a cost function that includes a least squares data-fitting term
equal to the residual sum of squares (RSS), and an L2 regularization term
that takes into account smoothness with respect to the brain grid, given by
x˜ = arg min
x
‖y −Bx‖2 + λxTLx, (1)
where y is a vector of length N containing initial BOLD values within GM
nodes and zero elsewhere, B is an indicator matrix that selects the GM
nodes, and λ is the regularization parameter. L is the graph Laplacian,
which encodes the voxel-level anatomical structure. The cost function bal-
ances between (1) minimizing the RSS and retaining the original GM signals,
and (2) imposing smoothness with respect to the structure of the graph. The
balance is dictated by the optimal λ (see Supplementary Fig. S5 for details
on deriving an optimum value). The solution to Equation 1 gives the inter-
polated volume for one time-point. The interpolation is done repeatedly for
each volume in the functional data.
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